
 
 

 
 

 

The Choice Between Service and Power  
Ted Ward 

Annotation: NAPCE/NADCE Conference, Pasadena, CA, 1982 (NAPCE is now Society for Professors in 
Christian Education). Ted Ward begins this address with a description of the service commitment of 
the Land Grant University movement. Noting that Christian education emerged as a professional 
field at a time of confusion in Christian leadership, he argues that the field is still confused about the 
nature of service and power.  
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The theme for this morning is The Choice Between Service and Power. There has been all 

through the history of education in the Western world a tension between servanthood and 
leadership. It is a tension that grows out of an original tension laid down in the teachings of the 
Lord Jesus Christ. We keep talking about how to define excellence. And in the very first lecture, I 
pointed out that one of the characteristics of a profession is that the people in that profession are 
concerned about excellence. They are concerned about quality. They are concerned about what 
should be done in the name of that field and what should not be done in the name of that field. And 
when we argue for a concern about qualitative self-policing within a profession we’re not talking 
about amassing more and more stars to be put on crowns, but we’re talking about the sort of 
qualitative behavior that is respected in the field. For example, if you really honor servanthood, you 
can credential a field in terms of the evidences of servanthood. If you honor power through the 
accumulation of educational credentialing as such, you can set up your credentialing program simply 
to honor the gaining of certificates and ribbons and tassels and phylacteries and all of the rest that 
our Lord warns us so explicitly about in Matthew 23.  
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Knowledge is power! There is no question about it. People who have more knowledge are 
capable of being more effective in their control of other people. Many historians of Christian 
education point back to the early higher education efforts of the colonies as many institutions were 
established in the east coast; primary purposes for which included the development of responsible 
clergy. Revisionist historians are re-looking at the data and pointing out, I think, with some degree of 
much-needed correction that by no means was the curriculum of those institutions essentially a 
theological education curriculum. It was a much broader curriculum based not upon a theological 
education per se, but upon, again, a liberal arts education that would have the breadth that would 
make for—and you can actually find this language in the documents of some of those institutions— 
make for the development of people of leadership and power. And the commitment of the east 
coast institutions in the colonial period was to produce people who would have the knowledge that 
would enable them to be powerful persons in an emerging society.  

 
Now, indeed, this was centered in the clergy because in many of the colonial centers in the 

first fifty years of organized societies in the New England area, particularly, and even so far down as 
Virginia, there was an awareness that the leader that would be most respected in the communities of 
the colonies would not be the representative of the Crown, but would be the representative of God. 
And it was no surprise, then, that we found in the beginnings of the colonial assemblies—those 
things that ultimately became state legislatures—a very high percentage of clerical participation 
because the clergy were the ones that had the benefit of that education that was committed to 
making them powerful people. Now I submit that it is possible to be a powerful person in the 
service of God, but I am also impressed with the old warning that power corrupts. And there is a 
tendency for power in the hands of human beings to become that which exalts self, which creates a 
an enlarged view of oneself, which legitimizes that kind of interference in the lives of other people in 
the alleged name of good and common good that ultimately produces tyranny. The colonists found 
this somewhat late. 

 
There is another view of knowledge. It is that view of knowledge that was suggested in the 

lower half of the Biola folder: that knowledge has the capacity of turning people to effective service. 
The issue, then, is not power, but knowledge for service. The metaphors of knowledge as power are in 
the doing set: People who know, do. People who serve quite often are in the metaphors of being. If you 
look carefully at the Scriptural delimiters, the Scriptural mandates and criteria for leadership in the 
church in Titus, 1st Timothy, you will find a tremendous number of being criteria; much less emphasis 
on doing. Not that doing is unimportant, but that doing per se can be from a root in power or from a 
root in service. And I submit that one of the sad elements in our view of higher education in the 
service of the church today is that presumption that we can use cloisters and take three years and 
four years out of young people’s lives, prolong their adolescence, turn them out in their early or 
middle 20’s on an unsuspecting church as educated idiots. Education is not the same thing as 
developmental experience. It can work hand in hand or it can work counter. We need to understand 
that.  

 
In the secular education traditions there have been, in the history of the United States, 

several moments of inspired reaction against institutions of power. Were it not for another event 
that occurred in the middle of the 19th century, we would remember a certain President with a 
beard—and that really doesn’t narrow the field very much in the 19th century—not as being the one 
who brought the nation through a catastrophic Civil War, but as the person whose great 
contribution was as a result of his kinship with some crusty New Englanders who were sick and 
tired of elitist education and its grip on the nation; a man who was brought as a birthday gift in 1862 
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a bill to sign by the sponsor of that bill—a crusty old gentleman from Vermont by the name of 
Senator Justin Morrill. Some of you know historically that that particular legislation which has come 
to be known as The Land Grant Act was created out of a very warm, hot, dynamic, long wrangle in 
Congress over the issue of whether or not higher education should be committed to ideals of elitism 
drawn from European models or whether higher education should be committed to service in a 
democratic society for the little people. The Land Grant University Movement which created the A 
& M’s—the first two of which were Michigan State University and Penn State—the movement that 
created those institutions—institutions that still remain quite aware of their legacy—was seen as a 
counter-balance to that Harvard-ism that was, at that time, still producing the powerful leaders who 
were increasingly turning this nation into a nation of elitists with money. And a commoner from 
Kentucky and Pennsylvania, a self-educated, a humble man of God, said: That ain’t the way it ought 
to be. Would that we could recapture some of that spirit of Abraham Lincoln for the name of Jesus 
Christ in our educating acts and processes in evangelical Christianity.  

 
I would like to read to you a document from the local chapter of the AAUP (American 

Association of University Professors) a very prestigious organization. This was written within the 
last month by the chapter on our campus, and I’d like you to listen to the language of this and see 
what it suggests about a kind of Christian-ness in alternative-ness to the power models that we see 
so rampant in society: 

 
Few institutions have taken so seriously the role of the Land Grant University. ‘The pioneer 
Land Grant University’, as Michigan State calls itself, has always been here more than a 
slogan. It has been the beating heart of the university. We have never been just another 
university with an AG school. Rather, we have been animated by the charge to serve as the 
people’s university; an institution that serves the general public at an affordable cost both in 
instruction and public service. 
 
Research at MSU, too, has reflected the Land Grant perspective. While the dream of a 
university that contributes to social democracy through its service to the total society rather 
than to an elite has been tarnished in some instances, it is still very much alive. Our task is 
not to abandon that dream, but to revitalize it to give it substance and meaning. We must 
affirm anew that the interests of all: the farmers and factory workers, of the poor and the old, 
of minorities and women are our interests; and that neither economic nor social barriers can 
be permitted to restrict our service by limiting it to the favored. 

 
I think one of the things that I have learned in 27 years on the faculty at that university is 

that one of the reasons we have a high respect for academic freedom and one of the reasons we 
have a high respect for even those sectors of society that some institutions put down because of 
their religiousness is because we are a university of all the people, and committed to particularly 
those people who intend to use their education for the benefit of that society and not for the 
controlling of that society. Would that we had Christian institutions that were as clear in articulating 
that contrast. Would that we had church ministries of education that were as similarly committed to 
the breadth of the needs of the people of God; to equip the leadership, to equip those who serve, 
yes, but, ultimately, to be servants of the servers to serve.  

 
Christian education as a professional field arose out of an era in the church of particular 

confusion over the nature of leadership. I submit that that confusion still persists. It is characterized 
by a number of sub-problems including confusion over the roles of women in the church, and I 
submit we haven’t even started to work on that one. As a matter of fact, both our institutions and 
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our mentality in many churches are that of the commitment to the elitism that comes from the 
educated elect. And if you look at the structures that we use to keep in place our view of the church 
and its serving institutions, it’s not surprising that that should be so because, as a matter of fact, we 
have what amounts to a power model of education operating in the church in formal ways. Consider 
this: that in the rise of the certification of ministry, we have not resorted to biblical categories for our 
certifying criteria; we have resorted to schooling categories. Now this is a sober problem. We could, as 
a matter of fact, in cosmic perspective accuse this era of the evangelical church of usurping to an 
educating institution—to a school, to a Hellenistic-style school—usurping a function that is clearly 
reserved in the Scripture for decision-making in the local body, namely, identifying the pastor.  

 
In major denominations and in independent churches and all over the place in what we call 

evangelicalism, we presume that the seminary degree is a requisite if your church has more than x-
number of people in it. And, of course, if it has less than that, it may be struggling on the way to 
becoming a real church. And I submit that that’s a usurpation of power. The church is the locus of 
the choice of the ministering servants, not the school. You say well, the school didn’t ask for this. 
The seminaries never asked for that. They become the tool, the instrument for the church. Yes, yes, 
yes. I’ve heard that a thousand times. I’m not convinced. In the final analysis, what you have is a 
very willing accession to being given a chore that you have no business getting involved in. And 
don’t forget that when any educating institution from a Bible college on up makes a choice at the 
admission level, it is filtering people for ministry. And I am not at all convinced that the sorts of 
things that the best seminaries look at are the appropriate issues if I am to take 1st Timothy and Titus 
and others of the Pauline teaching seriously. And I am even less convinced if I take the models in 
Jesus Christ seriously.  

 
What business have we using academic criteria in the face of the fact that the Scriptures 

never once mention anything that you’d call an academic criterion except one: apt to or able to teach. It 
doesn’t even say: able to learn. I find it very ironic that one of the things that is specified by the 
Scripture is that the one who is worthy of leadership in the offices of the church should have a good 
reputation outside the church. Put that in your isolationist pipe and smoke it.  

 
1 Peter 5: 1-5 
 
Therefore, I exhort the elders among you, as your fellow elder and witness of the sufferings 
of Christ, and a partaker also of the glory that is to be revealed, shepherd the flock of God 
among you, exercising oversight not under compulsion, but voluntarily, according to the will 
of God; and not for sordid gain, but with eagerness; nor yet as lording it over those allotted 
to your charge, but proving to be examples to the flock. And when the Chief Shepherd 
appears, you will receive the unfading crown of glory. You younger men, likewise, be subject 
to your elders; and all of you, clothe yourselves with humility toward one another, for God is 
opposed to the proud, but gives grace to the humble. [NASB] 

 
It would be hard to do and probably self-defeating, but wouldn’t it be nice to see someone 

recognized at Commencement for humility?  
 
I want to share with you two models and make this a little more memorable. I’ll call them 

academic approaches to service. You see, you won’t find any institution that would disagree with the 
basic rhetoric of what I’m saying; everyone would claim to be in the business of service. But here’s 
what service means in one model. It’s what I call Model One: The Up/Out/Over/Down Power 
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Model. The school serves like an upside-down funnel sitting on the larger community. In this case, 
the community of the church. People go up through that funnel and in every stage they are 
winnowed down so that, ultimately, it’s a smaller number and they come out at the top. Once they 
get out at the top, they are shipped over and down into the particular society—which is the 
church—and they become part of the cream on that bucket—the leadership.) In that bucket you 
have two categories, the leadership and the followers: the Up/Out/Over/Down Model. In that 
model, education is always defined one way or another as up and out. There’s a notion of going up, 
going higher: Where are you now? Well, I’m in my last year. The last year. You see? There it is, up 
and out. Uh, when do you plan to finish your education? Oh, well, probably a year after next. The 
problem is we got an awful lot of people who finished their education a number of years ago. They 
came up and they’re out.  

 
Service is always over and down. It always occurs somewhere else, and then down into that 

somewhere else because you don’t approach from the bottom, you approach from the top. I submit 
that’s true even of DCE’s. Many people with virtually no leadership experience and no work-up 
experience, no putting in their time—as we say, paying their dues—are shipped over into and down 
into a structure. And there they do their thing. Students in that model are always thought of as 
people of the not yet. Students are the people of the not yet. You say, well, when are these people 
going to, you know, get any experience in Christian community-building? Well, not yet, you know. 
They’re students now. We get them preparation for that. Why do you do what you do in the 
institution? Well, they’ve got to be prepared so that when they get to the not yet that is out there, 
they will be able to handle it. Alumni are people who ought to go and serve. Notice it’s always go 
and serve. I really get a kick out of the way in seminaries and Bible colleges we’re always talking 
about going and serving, you know, as if we’ve really taken that Great Commission without an 
observation that the Great Commission doesn’t talk about going without talking first about people 
right where you are. Yes, go into all the world, but go into all the world, Jerusalem first. And that 
was spoken to Galileans who were away from home at the time, and it didn’t even tell them to go 
home and get started. It said you’re in the environs of Jerusalem and that’s where it starts. Alumni: 
people who ought to go and serve. And faculty: people who serve by teaching. Now that’s neat, but 
too often serving by teaching is really teaching without much of a component of serving. And I 
wonder sometimes if we’re not communicating that to be able to herd a group of people in front of 
you and give them the Word day by day, and then spend the rest of your time preparing and 
studying and doing the rest of those kinds of things is in itself a bad model for Christian servants. It 
isn’t really highly interactive in many of our campuses and institutions. 

 
The thesis here of this model is that the conception of the role of the educational institution 

and its relationship to the society to serve determines the meaning of service. I think the word 
service is one of those many that we have done a kind of liturgical linguistic shift on. There are a 
number of words like this in our vocabulary that we use in ways that are sometimes recognized by 
the dictionary, but they’re also recognized by the dictionary to have a peculiar ecclesiological 
meaning. It’s a strange word when service is primarily in the nomenclature of Christians something 
that you go to and sit down for at 11 o’clock on Sunday morning. Or don’t you have a morning 
service? 

 
Model Two: Serving and Learning as the Praxis. Serving and learning, doing and reflecting. 

The school—and I didn’t come here to blow up schools; I admitted that the first day—the school 
interacting with the society it serves. Now you say what do you mean by society it serves? Why don’t 
you say the church? Well, yes, I could, but the thing of it is that this same model is a model that has 
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applicability in many roles and functions in a society. And some of the best medical schools today 
are doing exactly what you’re seeing right here. There is a tremendous reform in medical education 
today. They’re moving from that first model: the Up/Over/Down Model and they’re moving into 
this model of a Serving/Learning relationship. A reciprocal relationship not just once through some 
kind of an internship at the end of a learning, but a continuous dialogue of involvement. Again, like 
I said, one of the reasons I’m glad to see DCE’s and professors together is that if you operate that 
kind of a model educationally, there is a component within it for the institution of the school and of 
the institution of the served society or the church.  

 
In this model, education is the development of wisdom through knowledge of experience in 

service. I think this is the wisdom that Solomon talks much more about. We don’t have a high 
exalting of knowledge in the Proverbs. We have a high honoring of, what we use in English, the 
notion of wisdom. And here it is: service is defined as a reciprocal meeting of needs, not a one-way 
flow, but a reciprocal meeting of needs.  

 
One of the things that sometimes is inculcated to people in training for service is that 

somehow, ultimately, they are going to serve others. That’s an inadequate view. A community is a 
group of people serving each other in various ways. There’s an input and an output dimension. And 
that’s one reason that young people need to be in actual communities very self-consciously, very 
explicitly during their learning experience; during that late adolescence when they’re converting into 
beginning professionals.  

 
Students in this model are defined as participants in service, reflection, and research 

alongside faculty. You say well, that’s not very realistic for an undergraduate institution. I would 
quickly concede that it’s not realistic for kindergarten. Okay. We can agree on that, right? I think it is 
realistic for a theological seminary. Now then, we’re going to have to debate where you draw the 
line. Is an undergraduate institution more like a kindergarten or a theological seminary? Do you see 
my point? I’m not sure. In some of our institutions I think they’re more like a kindergarten and, 
therefore, the model won’t work that way. But if you are moving in the direction of making them 
more like a theological seminary for that kind of intellectual development that is service-oriented, 
then I think this model would work because you can see the students as participants with the 
community and with the faculty—participants in service and reflection and research. Now the fine 
print there may not be possible for you to see so I’ll read it. Under the word students it says 
participants. Under the word alumni it says participants. In fact, the wording under alumni and the 
wording under students is exactly the same. Participants in service, reflection, and research. And 
there’s an intentionality about that.  

 
An institution that takes itself seriously in the service of the church does not regard its 

students as ever being through. It takes a lifelong commitment to those students and stays in 
dialogue with them and continues their involvement with their own development and, through 
them, to the development of the students who are current. Would that we had more institutions 
asking alumni in distinct ways to help with the training of newcomers. Some of you are afraid to put 
your people out into the field because it will perpetuate bad models. In fact, some of the feedback 
cards said that after the first lecture: don’t believe in putting people out in the field because it 
perpetuates bad models. Well, now. Who are running those bad models? Is it your alumni? If so, you 
have a commitment to those people. What is that commitment? A commitment to help them find 
better models. And they’re going to have to find it through a praxis involvement and they might as 
well be involving your new students with it otherwise those new students are going to be misled for 
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several years and then they’re going to go out and discover with a great jolt, once again, that the real 
world isn’t like that and they’re going to bounce right back like the rest of your alumni. Now you got 
to get a hold of that cycle and break into it somewhere.  

 
Faculty defined in this model as mentors in service, reflection, and research shifting the word 

participant just one little notch to say that there is not just a participating responsibility but a 
mentoring responsibility. And mentoring has an awful lot to do with what today is a common 
language in evangelicalism called discipleship. I’m not altogether comfortable with the word 
discipleship because I think that the Scriptures would teach that we be very cautious about putting 
ourselves in the position of those who disciple others. I think our Lord is discipling all of us. In a 
more precise biblical view, we are all disciples of our Lord. I can share with you my discipling; I 
don’t disciple you. I can share with you what God is doing in discipling me; and as I am involved 
with you, I am involved in sharing your discipleship and my discipleship under the lordship of 
Christ.  

 
And, again, back to the theme verses of this particular problem (23:1-12 in Matthew) the 

constant reminder is don’t let yourself be pushed up out of your true role relationship. Your true 
role relationship is that of a peer with others in the community because we are all under the 
Lordship of Christ. We have but one Rabbi. We have but one Teacher. We have but one Leader. 
And we are sharers. We are brothers. We are peers. This model, then, is concerned with wise and 
faithful counselor relationship from the professor, from the teacher, from the administrator as we 
do things educationally in institutions.  

 
I originally was very involved with the Theological Education by Extension Movement and 

partly because I felt—out of my experience and work in the international realm—that one of the 
really serious problems in the developing church overseas was that their institutional models were 
largely transplanted from North America. 

 
One of the great realms of hope for me today is the restoration of emphasis on servanthood. 

I remember very well in my college years that I was very impressed in the Scripture about the 
emphasis on the serving role and that wasn’t exactly when it was a fad. But I guess it became for me 
a kind of periodic obsession and in one fit of obsessive behavior, I took a job in the dormitory as 
custodian of the men’s rooms on the third floor. I was perfectly willing to be a servant, for a time, 
and I was hoping that God would notice how willing I was so that I could do my apprenticeship and 
get on to better things. I think sometimes we look at servanthood within Christian service about that 
same way: that somehow if we are willing to humble ourselves, for a time, that God will take notice, 
the people of God will observe, and we’ll be exalted. And pretty soon we’ll have our own big facility 
to do our own big thing and then, of course, get the rewards of servanthood, which are obviously 
exaltation and the privilege of being a lord. I think that that’s not exactly the biblical view and, as a 
matter of fact, our Lord in Matthew 20:25 says that it’s very much a Greek preoccupation to see 
leadership in terms of who you’re lording it over.  

 
The responsibilities given in the Matthew teachings are to us, as role incumbents, to disallow 

other people doing to us those things that get us out of a serving role. Very interesting. The 
injunction is not to the church: don’t exalt your leaders. It doesn’t say that at all. The injunction is to 
the disciples, who were the apostles, and the teaching—specifically in Matthew 23—the focus is on 
their responsibility not even to be called and allow people to call them good teacher. And it 
expressly warns them about letting people call them leader. Now I submit that if our Lord in his 
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summary teachings—at that point relatively close to the cross—deemed it of high enough 
importance that he would teach to that close circle—who had the prime responsibility of carrying on 
after the crucifixion—if he thought it was important enough for them to warn them, don’t let 
people do that to you, it’s important enough for me to warn us about today, don’t let people do that 
to you.  

 
The excesses of privilege, perks, and pomp—the three p’s of exalted servanthood—are very 

much part of the style of model that is being offered today to virtually everybody who pays any 
attention at all to the Christian media. Think about it. In our magazines, on our television you see it 
over and over again. And it is no wonder that the image that many a young pastor has today is that 
somehow, after taking a job cleaning the restrooms in the third floor for several months, God owes 
them some of these privileges, perks, and pomp that they see all over the place exalted and glorified.  

 
The model of servanthood that we need in Jesus Christ is hard to find in the life that we live 

today in this hyped-up society. It’s hard for people to be true servants. I’d like some of you right 
now to think about this and share with us some of the reasons. I’m going to ask you point blank, 
why is it hard to be a servant/leader today within the churches as we know them? I’m asking 
particularly DCE’s this question. I’d just like to hear a few of these. And let us be reminded that 
these problems are our necessary agenda. If the Christian education field is to become a strong field, 
we must deal with what it is that people are doing to us; what it is that exists in churches that makes 
it difficult to function in a truly biblical way in leadership. 

 
And this is what I’d like to have ringing in your ears as you go away from these sessions of 

mine. I’d like to have you hear yourselves say there are some real problems in achieving a 
servant/leader role. I would wonder if some of the agenda of the future for this organization—for 
the DCE’s and for the professors—might not be created out of some of the issues that have been 
opened up this week. I don’t have any right to tell you what your agenda ought to be, but there are 
oodles of very crucial things that we’ve been dealing with this week that have just got to be dealt 
with in more extensive detail, more thoroughness, more care if you’re going to really take seriously 
the notion of a professional organization that helps to produce within the field of Christian 
education a sense of higher competency in service.  

 
Furthermore, I would like to leave with you a particular Scripture and, interestingly, it comes 

from the same Scripture cited or referred to by your new president. I had determined that this would 
be where we would end this series by looking not just at the abstract of servanthood, but of the 
specific of the servanthood that is in Jesus Christ because this is really where the genius of the 
notion servanthood comes from. And we should not lose sight of the fact that this model of 
servanthood is not at all a temporary one. What we see here is a life commitment to a servanthood 
that is selfless: “If therefore there is any encouragement in Christ,” Philippians 2:1, “if there is any 
consolation of love, if there is any fellowship of the Spirit, if any affection and compassion, make my 
joy complete by being of the same mind, maintaining the same love, united in Spirit, intent on one 
purpose.” Is there a message there for an organization? Is there a message there for a professional 
field?  
 

Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility of mind let each of you 
regard one another as more important than himself. Do not merely look out for your own 
interests, but also for the interests of others. Have this attitude in yourselves, which was also 
in Christ Jesus, who, although he existed in the form of God, did not regard equality with 
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God a thing to be held tightly to, but he emptied himself, taking the form of a bond-servant, 
being made in the likeness of men. 
 

 The power of the incarnational model. “Being found in appearance as a man, he humbled 
himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on a cross.” A life commitment of 
service-hood/servanthood. “After this God highly exalted him and bestowed on him the name 
which is above every name, that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of those who are in 
heaven and on earth and under the earth, and that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is 
Lord, to the glory of God the Father.”  
 

Amen.   


